Computational Philosophy:
For QBDs with matrices of infinite dimension at the top layer, and the infinite number of finite-sized blocks they contain, we determine as many elements in that infinite collection as are needed until desired thresholds are met, rather than truncating the process for the sublevel at an arbitrary point, as in the traditional approach. 
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Equivalent Uniformized MC:
Set τ = max{|q ii |}, we obtain P = τ −1 Q + I.
Complete Specification of Boundary:
In a wide range of applications,
where the block A * 2 is typically null. B , like
A 1 , possesses a tri-diagonal form: 
A 1 is a block tri-diagonal matrix where, for example A 10 = λ 2 I 3 , and
Matrix Geometric form of the Stationary
Distribution:
Relating U and G matrices to a Censored
Process
Define matrix U = [U jk ]; U jk = prob. QBD will return to its initial level n before decreasing below it, and is in phase k when it returns,
given it starts from phase j. Latouche & Ramaswami (1999) show
For infinite-sized matrices, there is more than one inverse for (I − U ); we require (
The Level-0 Censored Process
The level-0 stationary vector is obtained by censoring, (see , 173-180, based on Kemeny, Snell, and Knapp (1966)). A denumerable Markov chain partitioned into two sets E and E , possessing a transition matrix of the form
yields a censored transition matrix P E for E
where N = ∞ m=0 S m represents the matrix containing the expected number of visits to states in E starting from states in E . 
Corollary 3: The matrix P(0) as given by (0.4) is asymptotically of block Toeplitz form.
A one-step transition matrix P is of GI/G/1 type if one can write The solution proceeds by repetitive block elimination. Starting at some arbitrarily large "level"
K, set all blocks to be null. The finite, censored Markov chain retaining matrices up to "level" (n+1) would look like
However, if one retains in a single matrix P (n+1) * of infinite dimension all of the matrices obtained at each stage of the elimination process down to the (n + 1)st, one would find that
. . .
We obtain the following equations at the nth iteration (see equations (87) and (88)):
For a sufficiently large starting point K, as n decreases, these sequences of matrices converge to their respective limits Q * i , given by
(0.12)
(0.14)
Lastly, one directly evaluates
where t is an appropriate normalizing constant, to be determined later. Setting any component (say the first) of α 0 to one, we solve
The succession of non-normalized probabilities is given by
The α n 's are determined successively, and the corresponding x n (0) = α n /t is found until an index J is reached such that x J (0)e < for a suitably tight threshold . The remaining vectors x j (0), j > J are set to zero. 
Numerical Examples

